Wireless Charger
Portable Battery 25W
On-the-go power meets wireless charging. The Wireless Charger
Portable Battery 25W quickly and conveniently charges your
smartphone or Galaxy Watch Active2, so you don’t have to worry
even when there’s no outlet in sight.
Super Fast Charging
Power up your phone quickly with Super Fast Charging capabilities.
Plugged in via the pocket USB-C cable, your Galaxy Note 10 and can
charge at 25 Watt. Wirelessly you can fast charge your Qi
compatible smartphone at 7.5W. 1
Share with a friend
Charge three devices at once, so even if you're charging your Galaxy
Buds and smartphone, you can still give your buddy a boost. 2
Charge Galaxy Watch or Galaxy Buds
Get a quick boost for your Galaxy Buds+ or Samsung smartwatch by
simply placing them on the wireless pad.
10,000 mAh
The 10,000 mAh battery can provide two full wired charges for your
smartphone and multiple charges for your smartwatch or Galaxy
Buds.
On-the-go or on your end table
Your portable battery can replace your wireless charger pad at
home. When the battery is plugged in and charging with a wall
charger, simply place the back of your smartphone on the charging
pad and wait for the charging notification to appear.3 When you’re
traveling, just press the battery’s power button to begin charging.
Qi certified
Bring along your other devices too, knowing you can re-up their
battery, no problem. The new Wireless Battery Pack is Qi-certified,
so you can charge a wide range of compatible phones including the
Samsung Galaxy S10, Apple iPhone 11, and Google Pixel 4.
Power Delivery
The battery is compatible with PD and Quick Charge standards up
to 25W as well as the Samsung Adaptive Fast Charge standard up to
15W.

Part #: EB-U3300XJEGUS (Gray)
MSRP: $79.99

Includes pocket USB-C cable

1 Wireless Fast Charge is compatible with the Galaxy Note5 and Galaxy S6 edge+ and later models of the Galaxy S and Galaxy Note series. Remove cases for improved charging efficiency. See Samsung.com for compatibility. Tested under
laboratory conditions. Results may vary.
2 Simultaneous charging reduces charging wattage and battery efficiency. Faster charging speeds compared to standard 10W charging speed.
3 Requires Super Fast Wall Charger sold separately.
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